Modularized Field-Effect Transistor Biosensors.
Field-effect transistors (FETs), when functionalized with proper biorecognition elements (such as antibodies or enzymes), represent a unique platform for real-time, specific, label-free transduction of biochemical signals. However, direct immobilization of biorecognition molecules on FETs imposes limitations on reprogrammability, sensor regeneration, and robust device handling. Here we demonstrate a modularized design of FET biosensors with separate biorecognition and transducer modules, which are capable of reversible assembly and disassembly. In particular, hydrogel "stamps" immobilizing bioreceptors have been chosen to build biorecognition modules to reliably interface with FET transducers structurally and functionally. Successful detection of penicillin down to 0.25 mM has been achieved with a penicillinase-encoded hydrogel module, demonstrating effective signal transduction across the hybrid interface. Moreover, sequential integration of urease- and penicillinase-encoded modules on the same FET device allows us to reprogram the sensing modality without cross-contamination. In addition to independent bioreceptor encoding, the modular design also fosters sophisticated control of sensing kinetics by modulating the physiochemical microenvironment in the biorecognition modules. Specifically, the distinction in hydrogel porosity between polyethylene glycol and gelatin enables controlled access and detection of larger molecules, such as poly-l-lysine (MW 150-300 kDa), only through the gelatin module. Biorecognition modules with standardized interface designs have also been exploited to comply with additive mass fabrication by 3D printing, demonstrating potential for low cost, ease of storage, multiplexing, and great customizability for personalized biosensor production. This generic concept presents a unique integration strategy for modularized bioelectronics and could broadly impact hybrid device development.